Factors affecting Volterra kernel estimation: emphasis on lung tissue viscoelasticity.
The goal of this study is to quantitatively investigate how the memory length, order of nonlinearity, type of input, and measurement noise can affect the identification of the Volterra kernels of a nonlinear viscoelastic system, and hence the inference on system structure. We explored these aspects with emphasis on nonlinear lung tissue mechanics around breathing frequencies, where the memory length issue can be critical and a ventilatory input is clinically demanded. We adopted and examined Korenberg's fast orthogonal algorithm since it is a least-squares technique that does not demand white Gaussian noise input and makes no presumptions on the kernel shape and system structure. We then propose a memory autosearch method, which incorporates Akaike's final production error criterion into Korenberg's fast orthogonal algorithm to identify the memory length simultaneously with the kernels. Finally, we designed a special ventilatory flow input and evaluated its potential for the kernel identification of the nonlinear systems requiring oscillatory forcing. We found that the long memory associated with soft tissue viscoelasticity may prohibit correct identification of the higher-order kernels of the lung. However, the key characteristics of the first-order kernel may be revealed through averaging over multiple experiments and estimations.